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Rentokil Initial is a global leader in the provision of route-based services which protect people and enhance lives.  
Services include Pest Control, Hygiene and Workwear. Throughout the world demand for higher standards of public 
health, stricter food safety legislation and compliance with workplace safety regulations are driving demand for our 
service expertise. 

Rentokil Initial’s RIght Way plan, set out in 2014, divides the business into five geographic regions and three core 
business lines – all operating on a low cost, single country operating structure.

We aim to manage the business for profitable growth 
in order to drive shareholder value.  To achieve our aim 
we use a quadrant analysis to group our businesses and 
geographies into a growth potential matrix.  We review 
this annually.

1. Mid-single-digit revenue growth;

2. High-single-digit profit growth;

3. Free cash flow of £110m+ per annum

Global leader, operating in over 
60 countries with leading market 
positions in the UK, continental 
Europe, Asia and South Africa. 
Number three position in North 
America and a rapidly expanding 
presence in Central and Latin America.

Revenue: £791m 
Adjusted operating profit: £152m

The world’s largest hygiene services 
company. Market leader in over half 
of our 40+ countries of operation.

Revenue: £458m
Adjusted operating profit: £90m

No. 2 in Europe and the only 
company with scale across the four 
main continental European markets 
of France, Germany, Belgium and 
the Netherlands.

Revenue: £384m
Adjusted operating profit: £52m

Company name: Rentokil Initial plc (LSE: RTO)
Date of Flotation: 7 March 1969
Number of employees:  C. 31,000 people in over 60 countries 

Key Facts About Rentokil Initial plc 

About Rentokil Initial

Three Core Businesses

Five Geographic Regions 

Operating Model: Our Differentiated Strategy Medium-Term Targets

Six Operational Growth Levers

Rentokil pest control Initial hygiene Initial workwear

UK & ROW:
Pest Control 42%
Hygiene 39%
Other* 19%

Europe:
Workwear 47%
Hygiene 27%
Pest Control 22%
Other* 4%

North America:
Pest Control 84%
Other* 16%
 

Asia:
Pest Control 57%
Hygiene 42%
Other* 1%

Pacific:
Hygiene 46%
Pest Control 44%
Other* 10%

- Where to Play
- Mastering our Markets

- Building the Pipeline
- Sales Brilliance

- Delivering our Promise
- Engaging our Customers

Targeting our Offer

Sales Effectiveness

Retention & Growth

Emerging
Revenue: 
£142m
Profit: 
£22m

Revenue: 
£943m
Profit:
£171m

Revenue: 
£63m
Profit: 
£11m

Revenue: 
£666m
Profit:
£117m

Manage
for Value

Protect &
Enhance

Growth

*Other includes the Company’s plants and property care businesses
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Why should I invest in Rentokil Initial? 

A. We believe we have a number of key strengths that make us an attractive investment proposition.  
We outline them below: 

1. We are a leader in our chosen markets, generating high returns with good growth 
opportunities 
Rentokil is the world’s leading commercial pest control company and our principal ‘engine’ for growth. 
We are the brand leader in pest control and have unrivalled technical expertise.  We operate in 
fragmented markets providing good M&A opportunities, executed through our in-house capability.

Initial is the global leader in Hygiene services.  Our Workwear business is No. 2 in Europe and the only 
player with scale across the four big European markets.  Our focus is on service quality to grow share 
and drive management and back office synergies with other business lines.  

2. We have a clear, differentiated management strategy to drive performance and 
capital allocation
Our targeted strategies reflect each of our operations’ ability to develop and grow.  We have an 
increasing focus on Growth and Emerging markets.  Disciplined investment in capital expenditure and 
M&A is focused on the strengths and areas offering sustainable growth and the best returns.

3. The Company is highly cash generative 
We are a highly cash generative business.  This supports our balance sheet and enables us to fund our 
M&A programme, implement a progressive dividend policy and pay down debt.   

4. It is run by an experienced and proven management team executing strategy   
at pace
We are a people- and values-based organisation. Our expert service teams are highly trained and 
equipped with the best tools to perform their roles, supported by a strong innovation pipeline.  We 
have a clear governance framework and are committed to transparent reporting.

5. We have a clear plan to deliver mid-single digit revenue growth 
We understand customer needs for enhanced health and hygiene standards and deliver high service 
levels across our diverse customer base.  We utilise six operational growth levers focused on retention, 
upselling and organic sales.  We have a proven city and route density focused M&A strategy.

6. There is further scope for profit growth and margin enhancement
We drive margins in part by focusing on increasing route density through organic and inorganic 
revenue growth.  We operate a low-cost support structure through shared back office and efficient 
administration.  We are leaders in utilising technology and innovation to deliver competitive advantage 
in our customer sectors.
 

 

Six Strengths of Rentokil Initial

Q.
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Describe for us the structure of the business and your operating model.

A. In February 2014 we announced our RIGHT WAY plan to deliver sustainable revenue and profitable 
growth.  Our plan is based upon a clear, fixed business model for the company which includes five distinct 
regions: North America, Europe, UK & Rest of World, Asia and Pacific.  

We have three core competencies and these are:  our colleagues as experts, our business leadership and our 
lean multi-business model.    

We use a quadrant analysis tool for capital allocation and operational management and group our businesses 
and geographies into a four-box growth potential grid.  In addition we utilise six operational levers to address 
growth challenges.

Finally, we aim to consistently meet our three medium-term financial targets for revenue, profit and cash.  

Our strategic roadmap, shown in the illustration below, summarises how we manage our business.  Now 
in the third year of our Right Way strategy, our operating model and strategy remain unchanged.  It is this 
approach which is beginning to deliver consistent progress against our medium-term targets. 

The Rentokil Initial Operational Model 

n Europe
n North America 
n Asia
n Pacific
n UK and Rest of the world

Strong Regional Businesses

Category Leadership

Medium-term targets: Mid-single-digit 
revenue growth

High-single-digit 
profit growth

Strong sustainable 
delivery of free cash 
flow (£110m+ pa)

Six Operational Growth Levers Differentiated Strategies

Our Colleagues as 
Experts

Lean, Multi-Business 
Ops

WorkwearHygienePest

Brands

The Experts in Property Care Specialist Hygiene

- Where to Play
- Mastering our Markets
- Building the Pipeline
- Sales Brilliance
- Delivering our Promise
- Engaging our Customers

Enhanced by
focused

M&AGr
ow

th

Profit

Targeting our Offer

Sales Effectiveness

Retention & Growth

Emerging

Manage
for Value

Protect &
Enhance

Growth
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Talk us through your regions of operation: each region’s contribution 
to profit and revenue, what businesses are within each, market 
dynamics, operating margins etc.  

A. We have a clear and simple geographic model in which our businesses are grouped into five 
strong regions, North America, Europe, UK and Rest of World, Asia and Pacific.  Our single country 
management teams lead integrated, multi-service operations with combined back office functions 
underpinned by shared systems and processes such as route optimisation and measurement 
of customer satisfaction.  In addition, we operate a small central function, focused on centres 
of excellence, group governance and the sharing of best practice.  Full details on our regional 
performance can be accessed in the Company’s yearly and interim results statements and the Annual 
Report, all of which can be downloaded from our website at www.rentokil-initial.com. We provide 
colour on each region in the commentary below.  

Strong Regional Businesses  

n Europe
n America 
n Asia
n Pacific
n UK and Rest of the world

N. America
Europe

Q.
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% Group Revenue % Group Operating Profit

Revenue1 £407.9m   +16.8%

Operating Profit2 £52.6m   +28.6%

Operating Margin % 12.9%   1.2%

1. Ongoing revenue represents revenue with disposals removed and includes revenue 
from acquisitions

2. Before amortisation and impairment of tangible assets, reorganisation costs and 
one-off items

  FY 2015 Growth

North America 

North America is the world’s largest pest control market and estimated to be valued at $8bn.  We 
provide commercial and residential pest control and brand standards auditing services which account 
for approximately 84% of regional revenue with the remainder comprising plants (to enhance office 
environments).  Our countries of operation within this region are the US (95% of revenue), Canada 
(3.5% of revenue), Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic.  We trade 
under the major brand names of Rentokil, Ehrlich, Steritech, Western Exterminator and Presto-X.    

Pest Control accounts for 84.3% of revenue, Plants accounts for 15.7%.    
 
We are the number three pest control business in North America with 7%-8% market share and 
revenues of c. $600m.  The two largest pest companies in North America are Terminix (a subsidiary of 
ServiceMaster Global Holdings, Inc.) and Orkin (which is owned by Rollins, Inc.).  These businesses each 
generate revenues of c. $1.4bn and have operating margins in the high teens.  Ecolab is the region’s 
fourth largest player with an approximate 5% market share.  The industry is highly fragmented with 
approximately 19,000 companies, many of which are small, local family-owned operators.   

There is considerable scope for us to grow our margins in this key territory.  Route density is key – with 
greater density comes higher margins – and therefore our strategy of acquiring bolt-on businesses to 
infill locally is central to this.  Over the past two years, we have acquired 19 pest control companies in 
North America, all of which are performing in line or above their targeted levels of return.  In 2015 we 
acquired 13 businesses (including Steritech) which combined nearly £150m of annualised revenues.  
 
The acquisition of Steritech
We acquired this business in Q4 2015.  Steritech was the last remaining independent commercial pest 
control business with national scale in the US and also the market leader in the provision of brand 
standards auditing services to the restaurant and food retail industries.  The acquisition strengthens our 
position as the region’s number three pest business in the US and also makes us the third largest player 
in Canada.  It is a transformational deal for our North American pest business, providing us with the 
opportunity to accelerate revenue growth and significantly enhance margins.  It is a great business with 
a top-class team delivering a world-class service to customers and a strong cultural fit with our own 
organisation. For further details on the business, please see our website, www.rentokil-initial.com.    

The integration of Steritech is proceeding well and we are on track to deliver our commitments for 
2016.  All integration work streams are now underway.  Progress includes the development of detailed 
work plans for additional services into the Steritech portfolio (such as fumigation and termite control) 
and the identification of route density opportunities.  In addition, we have developed a combined 
Regional & National accounts programme and put in place a roadmap for the migration and application 
of a new IT infrastructure.  A back office rationalisation programme is underway, focused on removing 
duplicate activities.  Steritech exited 2015 with an annualised profit run-rate of $20m, representing 
good progress towards Stertitech’s $25m to $30m profit target for 2016.     

17%22%
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North America

Regional performance in 2015 
and focus for 2016 
Our North America region delivered a strong performance 
in 2015 supported by acquisitions and also improved 
organic growth of 3.0% in pest control.  Profit growth 
reflects higher revenue growth as well as back office and 
property rationalisation and fuel cost savings.  This has 
driven a 1.2% point improvement in net margins.  

In 2016 we will be focused on the integration of Steritech 
and based on the progress made to date we are 
confident that we will achieve Steritech’s $25m to $30m 
profit target for the year.

This, combined with a continued focus on organic 
revenue growth and bolt on acquisitions, will deliver 
further improvements in North America’s operating 
margins in 2016 through increased density, branch cost 
reduction and leverage on back office costs.

8
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Europe 

% Group Revenue % Group Operating Profit

Revenue1 £819.4m   +0.1%

Operating Profit2 £152.4m   -4.6%

Operating Margin % 18.6%   -0.9%

1. Ongoing revenue represents revenue with disposals removed and includes revenue 
from acquisitions

2. Before amortisation and impairment of tangible assets, reorganisation costs and 
one-off items

  FY 2015 Growth

In Europe we provide pest control, hygiene, workwear and plant services.  Our largest operations are 
in France (41% of revenue), Benelux (26%) and Germany (23%).  The expansion of our business in 
Latin America is also partly managed through our European business with support from our Spanish 
and Portuguese teams due to language and cultural similarities.  Other countries managed out of the 
Europe region include Austria, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and 
in Latin America, Brazil, Chile and Colombia.  Our businesses in Europe are Rentokil Pest Control, Initial 
Hygiene, Initial Workwear and Ambius.            

Workwear accounts for 47% of regional revenue, with Hygiene accounting for 27% 
and Pest Control 22%.   
 
Our financial performance in Europe has been held back since 2008 by the continued challenging 
economic environment across the region, notably France and Benelux.  Issues in France include a 
challenged economy and intense pricing competition in workwear.  The market leader in workwear in 
France is Elis, which has an estimated 50%+ share. We are a strong number two with approximately 
25% of the market.  RLD and Anett are the third and fourth largest workwear players in this region. 
Despite these ongoing challenges, our French business is focused on those things that we can control - 
such as customer satisfaction and customer retention - both of which improved during 2015. 

Benelux has also seen a combination of economic and competitive pressures in its workwear and 
hygiene businesses.  We have invested significantly in improving our customer service and customer 
management in this market and have improved both our processing and distribution productivity. 
Nevertheless, we continue to experience very strong competition and price pressure and are 
responding to this through a stronger sector focus and differentiated propositions.  2015 revenue in 
Benelux was only marginally behind the prior year while profit grew slightly on the back of lower service 
and processing costs.   

Our German businesses grew solidly in 2015 with revenues and profit up by 4.1% and 6.7% respectively. 

To address these ongoing regional challenges described above, we have created a new quality-focused 
plan for our workwear operations.  You can read further details of this plan on page 18.  
  

48%45%
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Europe

Regional performance in 2015 
and focus for 2016  
Our German and Southern European businesses are 
experiencing relatively positive trading conditions and 
are expected to continue to make progress.  However, 
as we have noted above, the outlook in France and 
Benelux is more difficult with these countries continuing 
to face challenging economic conditions and very 
competitive market conditions.  We see opportunities 
to support margins through the quality initiative in the 
workwear business, service and distribution productivity 
and continued cost discipline. Overall, while we expect 
trading conditions in Europe to remain difficult, based 
on the actions that we are proactively taking to improve 
performance, we expect the level of profit decline in the 
region to be considerably lower in 2016 than in 2015.
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UK And Rest of World (Row) 

% Group Revenue % Group Operating Profit

Revenue1 £342.3m   +11.5%

Operating Profit2 £72.1m   +12.5%

Operating Margin % 21.1%   +0.2%

1. Ongoing revenue represents revenue with disposals removed and includes revenue 
from acquisitions

2. Before amortisation and impairment of tangible assets, reorganisation costs and 
one-off items

  FY 2015 Growth

In this region we provide pest control, hygiene and plants services as well as a number of smaller 
specialist services including property care, medical and specialist hygiene.  Our UK operations account 
for 66% of revenues.  Our Rest of World regions include Ireland, Poland, the Nordics and Baltics, 
the Caribbean, the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa.  Our brands are Rentokil Pest Control, Initial 
Hygiene, Ambius and Peter Cox Property Care.       

Pest Control represents 42% of revenues, Hygiene 39%, and other businesses 19%.    

Our UK businesses are performing well across all categories. Our UK operations place a strong emphasis 
on innovation and many of our operational practices, including pest control products and services 
development and digital expertise, are used for best practice sharing across the group.   

Our UK management places a strong emphasis on innovation and many of its operational practices, 
including pest control products and services development and digital expertise, are 
used for best practice sharing across the group.      

In the UK we are market leader in pest control.  Our focus is on accelerating organic 
growth in pest control and delivering organic growth in hygiene.  Our key strategies 
are to drive margins through leverage of our low cost operating model, yield 
management, growth of our national accounts business and to acquire small bolt-
on companies to build density.      

Regional performance in 2015 and focus for 2016
Ongoing revenue rose by 11.5% in 2015, reflecting organic growth of 4.2% and 
acquisition growth of 7.3%, largely from the Peter Cox property care acquisition 
made at the end of 2014.  The region delivered continued growth from the UK 
pest control and hygiene businesses, with Pest Control benefitting from increased 
jobbing work in particular.  The Rest of World operations delivered good revenue 
growth driven by the Caribbean and South Africa.  Ongoing profit in the region 
grew by 12.5%, reflecting higher revenues and the Peter Cox acquisition.  In 2016 
we will seek to drive further improvements in performance through the application 
of our successful UK operating model across the region.  

23%19%
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Asia

% Group Revenue % Group Operating Profit

Revenue1 £108.1m   +11.3%

Operating Profit2 £10.2m   +27.5%

Operating Margin % 9.4%   +1.2%

1. Ongoing revenue represents revenue with disposals removed and includes revenue 
from acquisitions

2. Before amortisation and impairment of tangible assets, reorganisation costs and 
one-off items

  FY 2015 Growth

We provide pest control and hygiene services in many countries across Asia namely India, Malaysia, 
China, Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, South Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Vietnam and 
Brunei.            

Pest Control accounts for 57% of regional revenues and Hygiene for 42%.    

Our largest countries of operation are Malaysia at 25% regional revenues, Singapore (20%) and 
Indonesia (15%).  Our key emerging markets are China and India, which grew by 20%+ in 2015.  

Our brands are Rentokil Pest Control and Initial Hygiene.  Within the region we have strong leadership 
positions in both categories across most countries and have the most extensive regional coverage 
compared to our competitors.

Key growth drivers in the region for pest control and hygiene are the growing 
middle class, increasing government regulation on hygiene and sanitisation, and 
food safety awareness.  Public sector campaigns, for example those which aim 
to raise public awareness about the role of mosquitoes in the spread of Dengue 
Fever, also help drive demand for pest control services. 

Key opportunities include accelerating the delivery of profit from China and India, 
differentiation through service line innovation and extension, leveraging regional 
overhead across multiple businesses and finding suitable acquisition targets.

Regional performance in 2015 and focus for 2016
The Asia region made excellent progress in 2015. Revenues were up 11.3% in 
the year of which 8.6% was organic with good performance from both the pest 
and hygiene categories.  Average growth in the less developed markets of India, 
China and Vietnam was 26%.  In our more established Asian markets of Malaysia 
and Indonesia, growth was in the high single digits.  Operating profit in the region 
was up 27.5% reflecting leverage from the revenue growth with a 1.2% points 
improvement in operating margin, the same as the improvement achieved in 
2014.

We believe there are further opportunities for margin improvement in the region 
through revenue growth, service productivity and back office rationalisation.  
We acquired a small business in Korea in 2015 and we expect to make further 
acquisitions in Asia in 2016 to build scale in this key strategic region.

3%6%
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Pacific 

% Group Revenue % Group Operating Profit

Revenue1 £136.2m   +4.3%

Operating Profit2 £28.1m   +7.3%

Operating Margin % 20.6%   +0.6%

1. Ongoing revenue represents revenue with disposals removed and includes revenue 
from acquisitions

2. Before amortisation and impairment of tangible assets, reorganisation costs and 
one-off items

  FY 2015 Growth

Across the Pacific region we provide pest control (45% of revenues), hygiene services (46%) and plants 
in Australia, New Zealand and Fiji. Our brands are Rentokil Pest Control, Initial Hygiene and Ambius.    

Australia represents 78% of regional revenue, with New Zealand accounting for 
20% and Fiji 2%.  
 
We have leading national positions across all three categories and clear market leadership in 
commercial pest control.  

Border protection is a high priority in the region and this includes protection against pests and pest-
bourne diseases.  The region has stringent regulations in place to prevent the importation and spread of 
pests.  Market trends are growing population and urbanisation and rising levels of construction.  

There are significant organic revenue opportunities in both Pest Control and Hygiene. Our superior 
pest control capability is particularly relevant to the strategically important food manufacturing and 
logistics industries.  Customer retention will be improved across all categories through service quality 
differentiation. At the same time, margins are being enhanced by driving greater productivity through 
both route density and improved service planning.  
 
Regional performance in 2015 and focus for 2016
Our Pacific business continued to perform well in the year with revenue up 4.3% and profits up 7.3%.  
Organic revenue growth of 3.5% was driven by increased contract sales in Pest Control and Hygiene 
and improved pest jobbing sales.  Operating margins improved by 0.6% points driven by leverage on 
the sales growth and continued tight cost control.  The region will look for further improvements in 
performance in 2016 through acquisitions in Pest and Hygiene and improved service productivity.

9%8%
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Q. How do you support your claim that you are the leading global commercial pest control company? 

A. We strongly believe we have the best pest business in the world.  We have an unrivalled global 
leadership position; we have good market positions in key growth countries, such as North America, 
which continues to strengthen; we have a good M&A pipeline to build density on our existing 
positions; Rentokil has unrivalled brand strength and technical expertise; and finally, we continue to 
develop innovations that set us apart from the rest of the industry.

 We are well positioned to take advantage of the big drivers of future growth, such as increasingly 
demanding regulatory standards; the rising expectations of consumers for higher standards of 
hygiene; and growth in Emerging markets where today we have many market-leading positions 
and where the potential for future growth - in countries such as India, China and Indonesia – is 
significant.          

 
Q.  What are the characteristics of the pest control industry?     

A. Pest control is a good business in a large and attractive industry offering sustainable, long-term 
growth prospects.  The industry covers a vast array of pests, some unique to certain countries or 
climates, while others such as rodents are present in every country around the world. Economic 
activity is a major driver of growth - more businesses, greater levels of house building (termite 
control for instance) and higher office occupancy drive a need for pest management, but other 
factors such as new legislation, climate change, urbanisation, population increases, demographic 
change and growing middle classes in emerging markets are also driving demand. Pests are also a 
growing significance to public health. According to the World Health Organisation, urban pests are 
a growing threat to public health given changes in climate that favour their development.      

Q. How do you make money in pest control?  Is it all about route density?  

A. Route density is extremely important.  With greater density comes higher margins.  We achieve 
density in two ways. First is what we call post code (or zip code) density – this means servicing 
as many customers as you can in a tight geographic zone.  The second is customer penetration 
– and this involves selling multiple service lines to customers.  Much of what we do is to make 
recommendations to customers about potential services and products which we believe they require.          

Q. Is there a margin difference between the different customer segments that you serve?     

A. The highest margins tend to be achieved within SME accounts.  Residential work commands the 
second highest levels, with National Contracts achieving the lowest.  

Q. At what level is the pest control market growing?  

A. The global pest control market is estimated to be growing at around 5% per annum and is estimated 
to reach a value of $18bn by 2019.    

Q. North America is your biggest pest control business. Are you pleased with 3% organic growth   
in 2015?     

A. 2015 was an exceptionally busy year for our North American business and it achieved a great deal, 
growing total revenues by just under 17% and profits by 28.6%.  It continued to buy and integrate 
small, in-fill acquisitions at the same time as acquiring Steritech – our biggest deal in 10 years.  We 
believe this is a very credible performance.  However, there is scope to improve our organic growth 
performance and this is one of our special projects which we call “Project Growth” and we review its 
progress every three weeks.  We aspire to achieving organic growth rates above 5% in this region.            

Q. How do you grow organically in US Pest?  

A. Let us give you several examples: 
 Digital channels  – in the UK 65% of new business finds us through the website.  This is considerably 

less in North America and we see significant opportunities to incorporate UK learnings into the US.  
We are now much more focused on on-line marketing in North America and adopting a much more 
sophisticated approach which we hope will yield positive improvements.   

Business Leadership - 
Key Questions on Pest Control

14
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 National Accounts capability – we have recently appointed Steritech’s Head of Sales as Head of 
National Accounts for the whole of North America.  Steritech has excellent capability in this area and 
we hope to capitalise on this experience across the region.  

 Innovation – our UK pest business is amongst the most innovative in the group. Its “Route One” 
initiative typically sees the launch of one new product per month.  For example, during 2015 it 
launched a disinfectant service to customers that had experienced rodent activity during the year.  
The service is designed to eradicate any unwanted by-products left by the infestation (urine, blood, 
droppings etc.) and, while very simple in its approach, it added a further £1m to revenue in 2015.  
Based in part from the sharing of best practice from our UK operations, our North American team 
has now launched its own “Route One” initiative.       

 
Q. On what areas of innovation in pest control are you working?    

A. An increasing area of focus is on prevention, remote monitoring and added value information 
management for reporting of pest activity. This will become more important in the more mature 
markets (Pacific, Europe and North America) and high dependency customer groups.  Innovative 
new products and solutions will be introduced by pest controllers to support more environmentally-
responsible solutions.

 Our pest control businesses have some of the best innovations within the industry.  Recent product 
developments include PestConnect - our remote monitoring system for rodents, and AutoGate - a new 
rodent control unit which uses sensors to contain poisoned bait behind a gate, safe from non-target 
species, until activated.    

 Rolling out these new solutions in our markets gives us first mover advantage and reinforces our 
position as having the greatest technical expertise in the industry.  For more details please see our 
website, www.rentokil-intial.com, or download the 2015 Annual Report.      

Q. Given your recent acquisition of Steritech in North America, can we expect you to scale back on the 
number of bolt-ons you acquire over the next two years?   Or is your US platform complete?  

A. Clearly, the successful integration of Steritech is critical.  This is going well and we are on track to 
meet our financial objectives for 2016.  M&A is a core part of our ‘DNA’ and we will continue to look 
for attractive targets to further build density, particularly in North America and in Emerging markets.  
India and China are becoming increasingly important markets for us and we will also seek to expand 
in those areas.  M&A is a somewhat opportunistic activity however and while in some years we will 
spend in excess of our annual £50m target, there will be some years in which we will spend less.         

Q. Why are the margins of Orkin and Terminix so much higher than yours? 

A. This is predominantly about route density.  Both Orkin and Terminix are considerably larger companies 
than Rentokil in North America and with scale and density comes higher margins.      

Q. Why is M&A in pest so important?  Why don’t you simply open up new branches across North  
 America?  

A. Typically it takes about two years for a start-up operation to go into profit.  It’s quicker therefore to  
 acquire an existing business and grow from an already existing base.  
 
 For additional facts about our pest control business, please see Appendix A. 
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Q. How attractive is your hygiene business and the industry within which it operates?      

A. Initial Hygiene is the world’s leading hygiene services business. It is one of our core categories and 
it can go un-noticed that it generates higher margins than our pest control business at around 20%.  
Hygiene services is an attractive industry and offers good growth opportunities as expectations 
around standards of hygiene - hand hygiene, air hygiene and professional feminine hygiene services - 
continue to increase.  Margin growth is driven by density of customers by location and by the number 
of serviced products by customer.    

Q. What are the strengths in the hygiene category?  

A. The positives are that it can be a highly profitable business and margins (like those in pest control) are 
driven by post code density (servicing as many customers as possible in a tight geographic zone) and 
customer penetration (selling multiple service lines to customers).  What we seek, therefore, is more 
customers on the route and more products on the washroom wall.  Over the past couple of years we 
have made significant investments in developing new product lines and these include our high-end 
Reflection range, our mid-end Signature suite of products, Signature Colour, No-Touch products and 
Premium Scenting.  We believe that we now have the best products in the market and this confidence 
in our range enables our sales force to sell more products.  By way of illustration, with our Colour 
range, customers are unlikely to want to install a single purple soap dispenser among an existing set 
of other non-coloured products.  It is more likely they would wish to install along with it a purple air 
freshener, sanitary bin, and paper towel dispenser.   

Q. Your hygiene business hasn’t been growing as fast as Pest Control.  What’s been the bottleneck 
here?   

A. Probably the quality of our product range and this was underinvested in for over 10 years.  But 
we have updated and developed our entire range of products now and are seeing significant 
improvements as a result.

Q. How do you drive organic growth in Hygiene?  

A. Our focus is now on delivering an ‘Execute Now’ strategy and our country teams have implemented 
a large number of local initiatives to drive sales and operational effectiveness.  What has been 
particularly pleasing is that we have now delivered across our hygiene (and pest control businesses) 
more than 35 best practice guides – taking sales and operational best practice from around the world 
and ensuring that everyone in Hygiene is benefiting.

 ‘Signature’ has been fully launched across our markets and includes four new products and a ‘No-
Touch’ range.  ‘Signature Colour’ has been launched into 13 countries to date.  The development 
of our high-end ‘Reflection’ range continues, with six new additions in 2015.  Premium Scenting 
continues to grow strongly, particularly in Asia.      

 We are also very pleased with our development of the HygieneConnect system which is the world’s 
first integrated wireless monitoring and display system designed to raise hand washing compliance.  
In 2015 all customers using the system reported increases in handwash compliance, with 60% 
increasing their compliance levels by over 50%.  We will continue to roll this out across the group this 
year, starting with the UK.  

Q. What are the main big opportunities? 

A. As we have said above, density building, range selling, new technology and cross-selling.  
Q. Is cross-selling is the same thing as up-selling? 

Business Leadership -
Key Questions on Hygiene 
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A. No.  Up-selling is selling additional hygiene service lines to an existing hygiene customer.  An example 
of cross-selling would be a hygiene technician noticing gaps underneath the doors in a customer 
restaurant and recommending an introduction to a pest surveyor to sell bristle strips to be fitted 
underneath the doors to block any unwanted rodent access.   

Q. Who are your principal competitors in Hygiene? 

A. There are three types of competition.  In service provision, competitors in the UK, for example, include 
PHS and Cannon.  In consumables/products, competitors include SCA/Tork and Kimberley Clark.  
Thirdly, in  facilities management provision competitors include companies like Mitie in the UK.  In 
Europe, key competitors would include Berendsen, Elis and CWS.   In Asia and Pacific, our principal 
competitors are Cannon and Alsco.         

Q. Given your new confidence in your product range and the growth profile the business appears to 
now be showing, would you step up M&A activity in Hygiene?  

A. Yes and we are already beginning to do this.       

Q. Where would you look to acquire? 

A. Asia, Pacific, Europe, the UK and Latin America.     

Q. Buying pest companies looks both competitive and in some cases, expensive. Is this the same in  
Hygiene? 

 Typically, we face less competition for them, but the larger, independent, quality hygiene businesses 
we are targeting do still carry a premium. Hygiene integration is often more complex than for pest 
control given the logistics associated with combining routes containing different products and brands.  
Customer retention also needs careful handling given the more discretionary nature of the spend than 
that in pest control.    
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Hygiene – Annual Revenue Growth 
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Q. Your workwear business seems to have struggled for some years now.   What are your plans to 
address this?    

A. Undoubtedly conditions have been challenging for our workwear business in recent years as 
a result of economic and market conditions in the locations in which the business operates – 
particularly France and the Netherlands. These are tough competitive markets. But there are 
reasons to be positive. Our workwear business is both profitable and cash generative and it 
has many synergies with our hygiene business.  We have a clear plan for the business focused 
on differentiating Initial Workwear as the quality player in the market, and the plan is already 
delivering improvements.  

 We are confident that there are good opportunities for our workwear business once we can 
establish ourselves as the leading service provider in the industry and as conditions in Europe 
begin to improve. In the meantime, we will continue to pursue our “self-help” plan and pursue a 
quality agenda.  

Q.  What is the opportunity in Workwear?

A. Our strategy is aimed at ensuring Initial Workwear becomes the quality player in the market. We 
are aiming to create a business that has clear market differentiation through the highest level 
of product and service quality. This will drive greater customer satisfaction and in turn generate 
improved revenue and margins.  Our Workwear Quality Plan, which we launched in the middle of 
last year, involves:

 n  rigorous application of KPIs to measure quality of service;
	 n  improved product visibility through the service process;
	 n  best-in-class processing – highest standards in washing and repair quality, higher quality   

      detergents;
	 n  greater responsiveness to customer needs - shorter lead time between contract and   

     deployment; 
	 n  smarter selling – “selling a service rather than a product”;
	 n  creation of a product and service innovation action group; and
	 n  leveraging European scale and best practice to create a more effective organisation through    
           best  practice sharing in supply chain, R&D, processing, sales and marketing.

Q. Is the Quality Plan going to require considerable investment for a while?  

A. The plan may require some targeted investment but is not going to require high levels of capex.  
It’s really about operationally performing better than before.           

Q. You say the Plan has started well - what in particular pleases you?    

A. We are selling well, and retaining customers well, even in difficult conditions.  Customer 
satisfaction rose between two and eight percentage points across all countries of operation in 
Q4 2015, with a resulting overall 2.4% points increase in retention to 90.3%, which is one of the 
highest levels of retention across all our businesses, including pest.  The quality programme will 
help support margins across our portfolio over time.

Business Leadership -  
Key Questions on Workwear
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Q.  Who are the key players in the European workwear market?   

A. In France they are Elis, RLD and Anett.  In Benelux they include Berendsen and CWS-Boco.  In 
Germany they include CWS-Boco, Berendsen, MEWA and Bardusch.  Our largest workwear 
business is in France.  The country has a strong competitive landscape and the market leader 
is French company Elis which has around 50% share.  We are a strong number two with c. 20% 
followed by RLD and Anett which combined have approximately 15% of the market.  Germany is 
more fragmented, with a number of players accounting for less than 20% each. We are among the 
top five operators in this region.  In Benelux, our Initial business in Belgium is the market leader 
with almost 20% share and is number two player in the Netherlands.  Berendsen is market leader 
in this country.      

19
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Our Differentiated Strategy 

Can you describe in more detail your capital allocation model?    

A. We use a quadrant analysis tool for capital allocation and operational management and group our 
businesses and geographies into a four-box growth potential matrix.  The four quadrants are named 
Emerging, Manage for Value, Growth and Protect & Enhance. Allocation to each quadrant drives 
implementation and execution of the right strategy for each business.  It is also designed to facilitate 
efficient allocation of capital to where it is most needed and where it will generate the best returns.

Businesses in the Emerging quadrant are characterised by their high growth potential, but lower profit 
contribution.  Our strategy is to build on our leading market positions in cities identified as having 
the best opportunities for Pest Control and Hygiene.  In M&A, we seek pest control-led market entry 
and focus on acquiring local management capabilities, adding bolt-ons for density. Our Internal Rate 
of Return target for M&A is around 15%. Our focus is on accelerating growth in these increasingly 
important markets and growing profitability through scale and city density. We are also executing 
country plans to drive organic growth by focusing on sales and route productivity.  We use the power 
of our brand to target international customers.  On an ongoing basis, the Emerging quadrant delivered 
very good revenue growth in 2015 (up 14% to £142m), fuelled by organic growth in Asia (up almost 
9%), and in Latin America (where it was up 14%).  Profit grew by 24% reflecting the density building 
focus and leverage from increased revenues.  

Businesses in our Growth quadrant are characterised by their higher growth potential and higher profit 
contribution.  In this quadrant we focus on investing to take share and developing existing customers 
whilst filling gaps in our geographic footprint.  Our M&A strategy involves extending our geographic 
reach into new cities and building out sub-scale regions.  We look for a higher target IRR (>15%) for 
M&A than in the Emerging quadrant as a platform for growth.  Just over half of group revenue and 
profit is derived from this quadrant and over the past two years our US pest business has become the 
third largest player in North America, our UK operations go from strength to strength as a result of their 
focus on product and service innovation and we are seeing a steadily strengthening performance in 
our Pacific region, particularly in Pest Control.  This quadrant has seen the highest level of M&A – 34 
acquisitions with annualised revenues of £205m over the last 24 months.     

Businesses in Protect & Enhance are lower growth but generate good levels of profitability.  Our focus 
is on service productivity, route density, retaining and growing existing customers and the development 
of new offers and services. Our hygiene and workwear businesses in France and Benelux are within 
this quadrant and, as highlighted previously, operate in challenging market conditions.  Our key focus 
is on successful implementation of our Workwear Quality Programme to drive differentiation from 
the competition through service and product quality.  In 2015 we were fairly successful in protecting 
our revenues, and it was particularly encouraging to see customer retention improve by 1.7% points 
- including a 1.4% point improvement in France.  Profits however remain under pressure.  In M&A we 
consolidate our regional and local strengths and acquire new capabilities in adjacent service areas but 
expect it to be limited due to low growth prospects.  We look for an IRR of c.25%.  

Finally, looking at the Manage for Value quadrant, the few businesses that remain in this quadrant offer 
low growth potential and a lower profit contribution.  Our focus is on productivity and route density, 
reducing our cost base and improving retention.  We have divested a number of sub-scale unprofitable 
businesses and have actively reduced our exposure to just 3% of group revenue and 3% of profits.  It is 
perhaps worth highlighting that two years ago our Irish and Italian businesses were in the Manage for 
Value quadrant. They took up the challenge to control their own futures and quickly moved into Protect 
and Enhance as a result of their improving performance. This year they are moving again – this time 
into Growth given further excellent progress.  If we do M&A it involves acquiring bolt-ons for density 
and deals require the highest level of IRR among all the quadrants of around 30%.  

For further details of the composition of the matrix, please refer to Appendix D at the end of this 
booklet.  

Q.
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Taking Action to Create Shareholder 
Value: M&A  

Q. M&A appears to be working very well for the group.  Describe your capability in this area and 
your future aspirations.     

A. M&A is a core part of our strategy.  In 2015 we reinvested our improving free cash flow into our 
M&A pipeline at a faster rate than the £50m per annum targeted – acquiring 23 companies (21 in 
pest control) with combined annualised revenues in the year prior to acquisition of £158m for a 
total consideration of £386m.        

 We have a very strong capability in this area.  Not only do we have local teams constantly working 
to find attractive acquisition opportunities but we have a very strong central function also, headed 
by our Group Director of M&A.  Our CEO also has a strong background in M&A over the past 30 
years.  All business cases for potential investment must meet the Company’s return criteria and 
must be approved by the Group Investment Committee prior to any offer being made.   

Q.  How does your M&A process work?    

A. First we identify cities with good density and good growth potential and identify the right 
companies following detailed analysis of competitive landscape.  We then carry out a structured 
contact programme building a high-quality database of contacts, live targets and companies 
that no longer meet our requirements.  Our M&A team then assess operational forecasts and 
integration plans and submit detailed plans for approval by our Group Investment Committee prior 
to any transaction being negotiated.  We then make an offer and if this is successful, we move to 
detailed due diligence and final negotiations prior to purchase.  Finally, post the deal we implement 
a rigorous integration plan which involves monthly monitoring of business activity and performance 
to ensure growth opportunities are realised.  Upon anniversary of the acquisition, a detailed review 
of strategy and performance is completed with key learnings informing strategy going forward. 

Q.  How are your acquisitions performing? Are they meeting their hurdle rates  

A. Of the 37 acquisitions completed between 1st July 2013 and 31st December 2014, two small 
acquisitions in the Protect and Enhance quadrant are delivering expected returns slightly lower 
than the quadrant’s target hurdle rate.  All other deals are delivering expected returns at or above 
their respective target hurdle level.  

Q.  What sort of multiple do you pay for your acquisitions?       

A. This depends.  We look at the expected post-acquisition multiples rather than the pre-acquisition 
multiples, based on cost synergies and growth opportunities.  We paid a high multiple for Steritech, 
but this reflects the quality of the asset we were buying.  We are confident that we did not overpay.   
As a company we do not pay more for assets than we believe they are worth and have walked away 
from a number of deals that don’t meet our investment hurdles.              

 
Q. What can we expect your M&A spend to be in 2016?    

A. Our target annual spend is c. £50m.  
   
Q. Why are you proving so successful in your acquisition of US companies.  What makes Rentokil 

Initial an attractive purchaser?  

A.  We are a sympathetic and respectful acquirer of businesses.  We typically don’t make wholesale 
changes on day one of ownership and gradually adopt changes into the companies we acquire over 
time.  In many cases senior management stays with the company to help us with the transition and 
we find this works particularly well.    

Q. Do you retain the brand of the companies you acquire or change them immediately to Rentokil?  

A. If the company we acquire has a strong residential offer, we tend to keep that company’s brand, 
at least for a period of time.  If the company is commercial in focus, we tend to migrate the brand 
more quickly. 
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Target and key activities Progress 
in 2015

In looking at your stated medium-term targets for revenue, profit and 
cash, it seems you have made good progress.  What are you happy 
with and what are you not so pleased with?           

A. We are pleased with our progress towards these targets which we are aiming to consistently meet 
over time.  Whilst we are pleased with overall revenue growth across the business, we would like to 
see an improving level of organic growth (+1.8% in 2015).  Profit was ahead of expectations this year 
and we have performed particularly strongly in the delivery of free cash flow which amounted to 
£148m in 2015.  We outline further details on performance in the table below.

Medium-term target: mid-single-digit revenue growth  

Ongoing* revenue growth of 6.5%

Organic revenue growth of 1.8% (2.6% excluding France and Benelux) 

Good organic growth across most markets 

However, revenue decline in France and Benelux 

Strong growth in Pest Control business of 12.1% (4.6% organic) 

23 companies acquired adding £158m of annualised revenues, principally in Pest Control   
in Emerging and Growth quadrants

Stronger performance from North American business, up 16.8% (2.7% organic )

Launch of new digital presence in 21 markets.  Organic traffic up 47% in Pest Control   
and enquiries up 24%

Improvements in customer retention at 85.2% (2014: 84.3%)

Further launch of new products including PestConnect, HygieneConnect and AutoGate

Medium-term target: high-single-digit profit growth   

Ongoing* operating profit growth of 8.5%  

Further £3.3m reduction in central and divisional overheads (£14.6m reduction in two years).  
Restructuring costs maintained at under £10m 

Divestments of loss-making Austrian and Northern Ireland flat linen businesses and four 
smaller businesses predominantly in Manage for Value quadrant 

Benelux – operationally stable but revenue and margins remain a challenge 

France – decline in revenue and profit reflecting difficult market conditions  

Medium-term target: free cash flow of £110m+ per annum  

£148m free cash flow in 2015 well in excess of target – target now raised to £110m+   
for 2016 and £120m+ for 2017    

Capital expenditure maintained at below £200m (2015: £181.4m) 

Investment in IT maintained at £20m

Working capital outflows of £0.7m (target outflow: £10m)  
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Q. The Company has said that it has now moved on from the first phase of its strategy.  Can you 
summarise the first phase?   

A. We have transformed the business during this period, delivering strong and sustainable free cash flow.  
We called to an end a protracted period of large-scale restructuring and reduced central and regional 
overheads by around £16m over the last two years.  We now manage working capital more tightly, and 
capex is now broadly in line with depreciation.  In addition we have an effectively fully-funded pension 
scheme and have reached our target BBB investment grade. 

 Our capital allocation model is working well (as described earlier) with M&A and capex allocated in-line 
with quadrant strategies. While we have disposed of a number of businesses within the Manage for 
Value quadrant we have also acquired 36 companies within Growth and Emerging markets and our 
pipeline of future opportunities remains strong.  Businesses within these two quadrants now account 
for over 60% of total group revenue.  

Q. And your core businesses?  How have they changed?   

A. We have an outstanding, world-leading pest control business with market leadership positions in 
over 45 of the 60+ countries in which we operate.  It is the ‘growth engine’ of the group.  Hygiene 
is a global hygiene services leader - much needed re-investment has been made with new product 
ranges now fully in place including ‘Signature’, ‘Colour’, ‘Reflection’ and ‘No Touch’.  Further work 
is required however in Workwear where the opportunity now exists for differentiation through 
providing the highest levels of product and service quality.   

Progress 
in 2015

Strategy - Progress in Phase One 
and Priorities for the Next Phase 

Strategy into Action

2013

8%

28%32%

4%

4%

35%

29% 60%

2016

Focus on Growth and Emerging
Changing shape of Group Revenues by quandrants

n  Emerging     n Growth     n  Protect and Enhance     n  Manage for Value

Two thirds of portfolio in Growth & Emerging quadrants in 2016
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Pest Control - demonstrating its pedigree
n An outstanding business – and the global leader in Pest Control
n 35 acquisitions (18 months to H1 ‘15), performing ahead of IRR thresholds
n Innovation pipeline and digital expertise delivering results

Hygiene - most complete, modern product range
n Much needed re-investment has taken place – new line up of products is now in place including   
 Signature, Colour, Reflection, No Touch ranges 
n Innovation starting to come through (e.g. HygieneConnect) 

Workwear – one of the leading players in Europe, but further work required 
n Quality Agenda now underway  

Pest Control – ‘Acceleration’ 
We plan to deliver continued acceleration for the business through:   

n Deployment of new pest products and services from our innovation pipeline
n Roll-out of our performance-enhancing web presence across the group
n Our leadership in the ‘Internet-of-Things’ for pest control, for example monitoring devices 

covering a range of pests and risk-based reporting through extranets/apps
n Leverage of our North America position and market share gain in Emerging markets
n Continued M&A programme to build greater density

Hygiene – ‘Execute Now’  
In our hygiene business we are pursuing an ‘Execute Now’ growth strategy to leverage our 
strengths across our 43 markets of operation by:  

n Building on the strength of our leading hygiene brand and strong market positions
n Selling with confidence – including new product ranges such as Reflection, Signature, Colour, 

No-Touch and Premium Scenting
n Leading on innovation through ‘Internet-of-Things’ for hygiene, for example sensing, hand 

hygiene compliance, particularly in the food and health market sectors
n Building city density and extend our footprint through organic growth and targeted M&A

Workwear – ‘Quality of Service’ 
Our aim is to create a workwear business that has clear market differentiation through the 
highest level of product and service quality, thus driving greater customer satisfaction and in turn 
generating improved revenue and margins.  Our Workwear Quality Plan involves:  

n Rigorous application of KPIs to measure quality of service
n Improved product visibility through the entire service process
n Best-in-class processing – highest standards in washing and repair quality; new higher quality 

detergents
n Greater responsiveness to customer needs - shorter lead time between contract and 

deployment (for example web-based size taking pilot)
n Smarter selling - “selling a service rather than a product”
n Creation of product and service innovation action group
n Leveraging European scale and best practice - to create a more effective organisation through 

best practice sharing in supply chain, R&D, processing, sales and marketing

Strategy - Progress in Phase One 
and Priorities for the Next Phase 
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Q. What are your priorities for the Next Phase?  

A. Our top three priorities are to: Accelerate Pest Control, Execute Now in Hygiene and Quality focus in Workwear.  
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How is senior management incentivised at Rentokil Initial?    

A. Our reward philosophy is predicated on our need to be able to attract, motivate and retain excellent 
people in order to meet our business and strategic objectives and deliver shareholder value. To do this 
Rentokil Initial offers total reward packages that are attractive, equitable, competitive within the market 
and meet all of our legal obligations.  

For our senior executives, remuneration is split between fixed and variable pay. Fixed pay includes 
base salary, pension and other benefits. Variable pay recognises and rewards short term goals through 
the Annual Bonus Plan and longer term objectives through the Performance Share Plan (PSP). Both 
are closely aligned to shareholders interests by measuring profit, revenue, relative Total Shareholder 
Return (TSR) and Earnings Per Share (EPS).  Both the annual bonus plan and the PSP are structured in a 
way that only allows upper quartile pay, where there is upper quartile performance. We outline further 
details in the chart below. 

Base salaries are set at a level in order to attract and retain executives of the calibre required 
to drive business results and implement our strategy. We externally benchmark all executive 
salaries using appropriate market data to ensure we are both competitive and understand the 
changing employment landscape. We undertake annual pay reviews and also consider base 
salary where role, scope or responsibility changes take place.

To support executives retirement planning and to remain market competitive we offer a 
contribution of up to 25% of base salary as a pension contribution or cash allowance.

In line with market practice we offer benefits to executives that cover life assurance, car 
allowance, healthcare, health insurance and relocation allowances where appropriate.

For executives the annual bonus opportunity is set at 50% of salary for achieving on target 
performance, 100% of salary for achieving maximum performance and up to 20% of salary 
for achieving threshold performance. Performance is measured against two key metrics, split 
50:50 across a Profit and Revenue target. To further align executives with the group strategy the 
revenue targets are weighted to focus on the segments most critical to the business.  In addition, 
and before any bonus payments are triggered, both profit and free cash flow threshold gates 
must be met. Finally personal performance is overlaid to the financial results using a Personal 
Performance Modifier which can reduce the bonus payment to zero or increase it by up to 25%. 
Executive Directors annual bonus payment is capped at 120% of salary.

Shares are granted under the performance share plan annually, normally in the form of nil-cost 
options, and vest three years later if the performance conditions are met in part or full. For 
executive directors 200% of salary is normally granted. There are two performance measures 
attached to the shares; (1) relative TSR which represents 2/3rd of the award and (2) EPS which 
represents 1/3rd of the award. Relative TSR is measured versus a comparator group of FTSE 
350, excluding companies from financial services, property and primary resources sectors. 
Vesting occurs at 25% for median performance and 100% for upper quartile performance, 
with straight-line vesting between median and upper quartile.  EPS is based on the compound 
annual EPS growth for the three years of the PSP cycle, and has an asymmetric design with the 
threshold target positioned 1/3rd below on target, and the maximum target positioned 2/3rd 
above on target, creating a stretching upper target range. In addition the PSP has an Individual 
Performance Modifier which can reduce vesting to zero or increase it up to the maximum 200% 
of salary, based on the performance of the financial elements of the annual bonus over the 3 
years of the cycle.

Q.
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Q. What are your priorities for the Next Phase?  

A. Our top three priorities are to: Accelerate Pest Control, Execute Now in Hygiene and Quality focus in Workwear.  
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Q. How comfortable are you with your balance sheet?       

A. We are comfortable with our balance sheet.  We outline some key facts below.       

Q. The dividend increased by 13% this year.  What is your policy going foward?       

A. Since resuming payments in December 2011 we have pursued a progressive policy with dividends 
increasing over time broadly in line with profit growth.   Our robust capital allocation model aims to 
use free cashflow generated by the business to fund our value-enhancing bolt on M&A programme 
(with an annual spend of c. £50m) and the progressive dividend policy. This capital allocation policy 
is being executed within an overall commitment to maintaining a BBB investment grade credit 
rating, using any available free cash flow to pay down net debt.     

Q. Your pension scheme looks to be in a very good position.  What is the full status here?           

A. At 31 December 2015 the Company’s UK defined benefit pension scheme was valued at an 
accounting surplus of £237.0m.  However, the trustees value the scheme on a different basis and 
the most recent triennial actuarial valuation at 31 March 2013 showed that the Scheme was 98.7% 
funded with a deficit of £17.8m.  A recovery plan was agreed with contributions of £3.2m per 
annum over a six-year period being paid into a joint escrow account.  If we don’t clear this deficit 
by the time of the 31 March 2019 valuation, it will be funded from the escrow account.  Based on 
movements since 31 March 2013 the Scheme is now estimated to be effectively fully funded.      

Key Financials 

Balance sheet key facts 
n Net debt to EBITDA 2.5x post Steritech acquisition (2014: 1.9x) – target level c.2.0 – 2.2x
n Credit rating maintained at BBB in September 2015 
n Free cash flow target raised from £100m+ per annum to £110m+ for 2016 and £120m+ for 2017   

reflecting strength of cash performance 
n Revolving credit facility extended to January 2020.  Over £150m of centrally-held funds and £370m  

available of undrawn committed facilities – to be used to fund a 5.75% £300m bond maturing March  
2016

n Average cost of net debt less than 4% and expected to fall to c.3.5% post the March 2016 bond   
 refinancing 

n Well-funded pension scheme - one of the strongest positions in the FTSE 350

Financial guidance for 2016  
n Central and regional overheads anticipated to be in line with 2015
n With the exception of integration costs for significant acquisitions, restructuring costs will be   
 reported within APBITA - estimated at c. £7m for 2016
n Integration costs associated with significant acquisitions reported as one-off costs and excluded   
 from APBITA - estimated at £5m for 2016 in relation to Steritech
n Interest costs c. £37m, reflecting the impact of the Company’s recent refinancings (cash interest c.  
 £12m higher than the P&L impact, reflecting the timing of interest payments)
n £10m to £15m faourable impact of foreign exchange on adjusted PBTA based on current exchange  
 rates 
n Adjusted effective tax rate of 24% (2015:  23.8%) with cash tax payable in the region of £35m
n Working capital outflow of around £10m, net capex in the region of £200m
n Free cash flow of £110m+   
n Cash spend on acquisitions c. £50m

28
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Appendix A 

Pest Control Key Facts 

n Rentokil is the global leader in commercial pest control and the No.1 player in 47 of the 60+ 
territories in which we operate

n Pest Control generates 43% of group revenue and 47% of group profit

n It is our core business and our ‘engine’ for growth

n In 2015 the business achieved ongoing revenue of £784.1m (+12.1% at CER) and ongoing operating 
profit of £151.3m (+14.0% at CER)

n The business is highly profitable and generates a 19.3% operating margin

n The business is highly cash generative and benefits from a clear capital allocation strategy  

n North America and the UK are among our largest geographies in this category

n C.80% of our pest control business is commercial, c.20% residential 

n Contract lengths are typically one-year rolling

n We have leading market positions in the UK, continental Europe, Asia and South Africa, a number 
three position in North America and a rapidly expanding presence in Central and Latin America

n Rentokil offers a complete range of pest control services, from rodents to flying and crawling insects, 
to other forms of wildlife management

n In addition to standard pest control services there are longer-term opportunities to expand into 
adjacent services, including agriculture and vector control (for the control of disease-carrying 
vectors, for example mosquitos that represent a significant risk to public health, e.g. the Zika virus)  

n We have the strongest brand across the world and gain significant operational leverage through our 
proven, repeatable business model founded on the best people, tools and training in the industry

n Our training programmes focus on safety, service effectiveness, technical excellence and the use of 
new innovative products to generate future growth  

n We have improving digital technologies – for example, in the UK 65% of new business originates from 
digital channels

n We have an excellent M&A capability and since 2012 have acquired 68 businesses, principally in 
Emerging and Growth markets.  

n Our focus is on driving profitable growth through density, which is particularly important in our key 
North American market

n Different countries have their individual challenges from snakes in South Africa to termites in North 
America.  Our global technical centre provides effective and innovative solutions for pest control with 
a specific emphasis placed on health, safety and protection of the environment

The pest control industry  
The pest control industry delivers essential services that protect and enhance public health. It provides 
services to residential customers as well as commercial and public sector organisations. Its primary 
function is to maintain hygienic surroundings, free of pests that could hurt commercial interests and 
reputation, or endanger public health.

Pest control contracts typically specify a certain level of preventative work to be carried out, such as the 
number of visits to be made to each site. Reactive enquiries for one-off jobs require quick and efficient 
treatment for a specific issue

Rentokil’s definition of pest control includes rats, mice, cockroaches, bedbugs, ants, wasps, mosquitos, 
birds, snakes, fleas, foxes and squirrels.  It does not currently include agricultural pests or marine pests, 
however these may become opportunities for the future.  
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The pest control market  
The global commercial pest control market is worth c. £5bn p.a. and the total pest control market worth 
c. £10bn.  We have a strong presence in North America, UK & Ireland, Continental Europe and the 
Pacific region, in addition to a growing footprint in high growth regions of Asia and Latin America.  We 
are increasing market share through organic growth and targeted acquisitions.

Pest control is a highly defensive industry and offers sustainable, long-term growth prospects. It covers 
a vast array of pests, some unique to certain countries or climates, while others (such as rodents) are 
present in every country around the world.

There are c.40,000 pest control companies worldwide, of which about half are in North America. 
Industry consolidation is an on-going market dynamic, in which we continue to participate actively.  
Principal players include Orkin, Terminix, Ecolab and Anticimex.  

Factors driving growth include economic activity, regulation, climate change, urbanisation and 
demographic change.    

The role of our pest controllers   
Pest control technicians identify, control and eliminate pests. This involves:
n Inspecting customer premises on an agreed schedule and reporting their findings
n Advising customers on preventative measures or suitable methods of treatment
n Undertaking a programme of treatments using pest control equipment or chemicals to control and 

eliminate the target pests
n Reporting on all inspections undertaken, detailing the programme of treatments and chemicals used 

on the premises to maintain health and safety

Key operational challenges  
n To accelerate levels of organic growth across the business  
n To compete in online lead generation, especially in our largest market of North America

We plan to deliver continued acceleration for the business through
n Deployment of new pest products and services from our innovation pipeline
n Roll-out of our performance-enhancing web presence across the group
n Our leadership in the ‘Internet-of-Things’ for pest control, for example monitoring devices covering a 

range of pests and risk-based reporting through extranets/apps
n Leverage of our North America position and market share gains in Emerging markets
n Continued M&A programme to build greater density

The importance of Innovation
In addition to actively undertaking pest control services, a lot of what we do is to make 
recommendations to our customers for services and products that our technicians believe they need.  
To that end we have a strong innovation pipeline in place designed to build our sales pipeline and drive 
greater customer retention. 

Examples of innovation include:  
PestConnect - our remote monitoring system for rodents
AutoGate - a new rodent control unit which uses sensors to contain poisoned bait behind a gate,   
safe from non-target species, until activated
Entotherm - a chemical free heat treatment designed to quickly and safely eliminate infestations   
of bed bugs 

For further information on the above, please see our website, www.rentokil-intial.com, or download the 
2015 Annual Report.   

Appendix A - Pest Control Key Facts 
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Digital leadership
We invest in technology to drive short-term growth and long-term differentiation for the future.  During 
2015 we continued the roll-out of our new pest control web platform into 23 markets (including all 
major markets).  As a result we have seen a 13% increase in web enquiries and in the UK 65% of new 
business has been generated from digital channels.     

Pest control focus for 2016
Pest control is a core driver of profitable growth for the Company.  It benefits from exposure to higher 
GDP growth territories, principally within the Growth and Emerging markets and these will remain our 
primary focus for investment.    

In 2016 we will continue to build our business in North America in order to build scale and drive 
margins.  Central to this will be the successful integration of the Steritech business and other bolt-on 
acquisitions made over the past two years.  

In addition, we will accelerate deployment of new products and services from our innovation pipeline, 
increase digitalisation of our services, complete the roll-out of our enhanced global web presence and 
seek additional M&A opportunities.
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Appendix B 

Hygiene Key Facts 

n Initial Hygiene is the world’s largest hygiene services company, and it is the market leader in over 
60% of its 40+ countries of operation

n It accounts for 25% of group revenue and 28% of group operating profit

n In 2015 the business achieved ongoing revenue of £457.9m (+2.6% at CER) and adjusted operating 
profit of £89.6m (+1.2% at CER)

n Revenue growth in 2015 was particularly strong in the Pacific (+3.7%), the UK (+7.3%) and Ireland 
(+8.3%), and the 2015 year also saw a step up in the pace of organic growth to +2.3% (from +0.2% in 
the prior year)

n The business is highly profitable and generates a 19.6% operating margin

The hygiene market 
The hygiene services market offers good growth opportunities as organisations demand increasing 
standards of hygiene – hand hygiene, air hygiene and a professional feminine hygiene service. A clean 
and hygienic environment is a safer, healthier and more pleasant place to live or work. Establishing good 
hygiene practices throughout an organisation reduces the risk of infection being passed from person to 
person. As a result, fewer days are lost to sickness, which translates directly into real cost savings and 
increased productivity.

The Initial Hygiene business
Initial Hygiene provides a dedicated and expert hygiene service. It offers the widest range of washroom 
hygiene services including the provision and maintenance of products such as air fresheners, sanitisers, 
feminine hygiene units, hand dryers, paper and linen towel dispensers, soap dispensers, toilet paper 
dispensers and floor protection mats. Using leading-edge technology, our experts deliver a wide range 
of tailored services to businesses of all kinds.

This is a complementary business to pest control, with a compatible operational model and a strong 
profit contribution.

Our focus is on product and service quality to sell multiple service lines per customer premises; 
targeting higher-margin customers, and increasing retention. We achieve high customer satisfaction 
levels and believe this is a key competitive advantage.

Margin growth is driven by density of customers by location (‘postcode density’), and by the number of 
serviced products by customer (‘customer penetration’).

We plan to deliver continued acceleration for the business through an ‘Execute Now’ 
growth strategy.

This will leverage our strengths across our markets by: 
n Building on the strength of our leading hygiene brand and strong market positions
n Selling with confidence – including new product ranges such as Reflection, Signature, Colour, No  

Touch and Premium Scenting
n Leading on innovation through ‘Internet-of-Things’ for hygiene, for example sensing, hand hygiene  

compliance, particularly in the food and health market sectors; and 
n Building city density and extend our footprint through organic growth and targeted M&A
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Product range update
In 2015 we continued to strengthen our extensive washroom range.  Our Signature suite of products 
has now been fully launched across our markets with four new product additions plus the completion 
of a No-Touch range of washroom products.  We have also launched the Signature Colour range into 
13 countries.  It has also doubled the number of service lines per customer.  Signature’s success is 
illustrated by the fact that 15% of total sales have come from new products launched in the last year, 
NoTouch in particular.  We have also continued to develop our high-end Reflection product range with 
six new products introduced in 2015.  Our Premium Scenting business continues to grow strongly, 
particularly in Asia.

The importance of innovation
We continue the development of HygieneConnect, the world’s first integrated wireless monitoring and 
display system designed to raise hand washing compliance.  In 2015 all customers using the system 
reported increases in handwash compliance, with 60% increasing their compliance levels by over 50%.  
Further deployment, starting with the UK, is planned for 2016.

Digital
During the year we developed and launched our new hygiene web platform in Australia with further 
roll-out planned across the group in 2016.  The new design is focused on product searches, up-selling of 
products and services and the cross-sell of product ranges.   

Country action plans focused on delivering operational best practice
During 2015 we implemented country action plans focused on delivering operational best practice 
in our hygiene operations.  Our Italian operations have developed a new defined service concept by 
customer sector involving targeted hygiene product options – this initiative has driven a 3.7% increase 
in revenue per technician.  In Indonesia we proactively targeted premium hotels and offices on specific 
routes in Jakarta with structured hygiene surveys to build relationships. This significantly contributed 
to a 10% increase in portfolio and higher local density.  Further, in Germany we introduced incentives 
to encourage our hygiene service drivers to identify opportunities to sell additional services while on 
customer sites.
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Appendix C 

Workwear Key Facts 

n Initial Workwear is the No. 2 player in the European workwear market. It is market leader in Belgium, 
the second largest provider in France and the Netherlands and the sixth largest in Germany.

n Initial Workwear specialises in the supply and maintenance of garments, such as workwear and 
personal protective equipment, throughout Europe. It also offers a specialist cleanroom service for 
the pharmaceutical and healthcare sectors.

n Initial Workwear is a good fit with Initial Hygiene, benefiting from a shared brand, linked services and 
integrated route based operations. 

n Initial Workwear is the only operator with scale across the four main continental European markets 
of France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.

n The business generates 21% of group revenue and 16% of group profit.

n In 2015 the business achieved ongoing revenue of £384m (a 3.2% decrease at CER) and ongoing 
adjusted operating profit of £51.5m (a 16.9% decrease at CER).

n The business is profitable and cash generative and generated a 13.4% operating margin in 2015

n The business operates 51 laundries, providing laundering services to over 1.5m individual wearers.

n The business has approximately 15m garments in circulation and performs 125m washes a year.

The workwear industry 
The workwear industry provides commercial customers (principally hospitality and industrial 
organisations) with garment rental and maintenance services, including uniforms, cleanroom uniforms 
and personal and protective equipment. Customers are required to meet a changing regulatory 
environment, and expect workwear providers to deliver a consistent, reliable and flexible service to 
ensure they have the right workwear to support safe and effective working.

Today approximately 75% of the workwear market is self-serviced by customers. However the trend in 
some customer segments to move away from self-service to outsourcing their workwear requirements 
provides considerable potential for growth.  Industrial customers are seeking both functional and now 
fashionable workwear, maintained to the highest standard and with greater transparency on costs and 
performance.    

The workwear market
The European workwear market (including general workwear, cleanroom, flat linen and personal 
protective equipment) is valued at c. €5bn.  Industry and trade services sectors comprise 35% of the 
market while hotels, restaurants, caterers and healthcare comprise 50% (principally flat linen).  The 
cleanrooms market is valued at €625m, of which €250m is laundry related, and is growing at 5% to 7% 
per annum.

Key operational challenges
The key challenges faced by Workwear are the continuing economic pressures in France and Benelux 
and differentiating its service offering in a highly competitive market.  However, both regions have 
shown operational improvements on 2015.  

Delivering our Workwear Quality Plan
Quality is the focus for Workwear. The aim is to create a business that has clear market differentiation 
through the highest level of product and service quality, thus driving greater customer satisfaction and 
in turn generating improved revenue and margins.  
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In 2015 the group launched the Workwear Quality Plan in pursuit of these objectives. The Plan involves:
n rigorous application of KPIs to measure quality of service;
n improved product visibility through the service process;
n best-in-class processing – highest standards in washing and repair quality, higher quality detergents;
n greater responsiveness to customer needs - shorter lead time between contract and deployment; 
n smarter selling – “selling a service rather than a product”;
n creation of a product and service innovation action group; and
n leveraging European scale and best practice to create a more effective organisation through best  

practice sharing in supply chain, R&D, processing, sales and marketing.

The Quality Plan has started well since its launch in the second half of 2015 and has already delivered a 
number of improvements, including:
n Rigorous application of KPIs to measure service quality - during 2015 Workwear introduced 12 new 

customer-focused Quality KPIs.  As a result, the business has seen customer satisfaction rise between 
2 and 8 percentage points across all countries of operation in Q4 2015, with a resulting overall 2.4% 
increase in retention to 90.3%.     

n Best-in-class processing - 37 laundries have converted to new processing detergents, resulting in a 
50% reduction in bleach usage, a 30% reduction in textile ‘wear’, a 9.6% reduction in water usage 
and a 14.8% reduction in rewash rates (which is well ahead of target).  

n Greater responsiveness to customer needs - progress here includes implementation of a new 
‘sale to start up’ process to measure systematic workflow and performance and improved delivery 
performance for additional and replacement garments.   

n Improved product visibility through entire service process - following successful testing on the 
reliability of reading “Radio Frequency Identification” tags attached to customer garments, our 
business is now expanding this pilot to cover additional customers.  

Workwear focus for 2016
The coming year will see continued focus on successful implementation of the Quality Workwear Plan. 
While conditions in France and Benelux remain difficult, the group is confident Workwear will make 
further progress in the coming year.
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Delivering margin improvement through scale and density 

52% of group revenue, 53% of group profit

Geographies 
North America, UK, Germany, Baltics, Caribbean, France (Pest 
Control), Italy, Nordics (Pest Control), South Africa (Pest Control), 
Australia, New Zealand and Ireland. 

Strategy and M&A 
Grow market share and develop existing customers, in-fill 
locally to drive organic and acquisitive growth.  In M&A, extend 
geographic reach into new cities and build out sub-scale regions. 
IRR for M&A: >15%.    

Performance in Phase 1 (October 2013 to December 2015)  
Rentokil No. 3 player in key North America market.  Strong 
performance in UK driven by product and service innovation.  
Strengthening performance in Pacific , particularly Pest Control.  
Robust performance in Germany, aided by growth in Cleanrooms.  
34 acquisitions with annualised revenues of £205m.     

Focus for the Next Phase 
Enhance margins through density and market share, leverage 
position in North America and UK to drive national accounts.  
Ongoing focus on product and service innovation, technology 
improvements and web development programme.  Capitalise on 
strong M&A pipeline, North America in particular.  

Building a platform for success  

8% of group revenue, 7% of group profit

Geographies 
Asia, Latin America, Central America, Middle East, Kenya, 
Mozambique and Fiji.  

Strategy and M&A 
Build leading market positions in key cities identified as having 
best opportunities for Pest Control and Hygiene.  In M&A, Pest 
Control-led market entry, focus on acquiring local management 
capabilities, adding bolt-ons for density.  Internal Rate of Return 
(‘IRR’): ~15%. 

Performance in Phase 1 (October 2013 to December 2015)  
A growing presence in higher-GDP markets to drive stronger 
organic growth.  Market entry into four new territories, including 
Latin America, securing leading positions through city-focused 
acquisitions.  11 acquisitions with annualised revenues prior to 
purchase of £21m.     

Focus for the Next Phase 
Accelerate profitable growth through scale and city density.  
Execute country plans to drive organic growth focusing on sales 
and route density.  Use brand power to target international 
customers.  Pursue pipeline of attractive M&A opportunities. 
 

Reducing exposure to low-growth, low-margin business  

3% of group revenue, 3% of group profit

Geographies 
Pest Control, Hygiene and Ambius in Spain, Pest Control and 
Hygiene in Portugal, Hygiene in Italy, Pest Control in Greece
Ambius in France, Germany and Finland, Hong Kong (IT Hygiene)
Taiwan (Pest Control), Indonesia (Cleaning).

Strategy and M&A 
Focus on customer retention, aggressive cost management 
and enhance productivity and efficiency.  Opportunistic M&A, 
acquiring bolt-ons for density.  IRR for M&A: ~30%.  Divest sub-
scale and unprofitable businesses where appropriate.

Performance in Phase 1 (October 2013 to December 2015)  
Exit from under-performing or low-margin business including 
Initial Facilities, Austrian Products, Spanish Medical and 
closure of flat linen businesses in Northern Ireland and Austria.  
Remaining operations focused on cost, productivity and 
efficiency.    

Focus for the Next Phase 
Execute country plans targeting productivity, density, cost 
management and retention.

Lower-growth European markets remain challenging  

37% of group revenue, 37% of group profit

Geographies 
France (Hygiene and Workwear), Benelux, Nordics (Hygiene), 
CEE, Ireland (Medical), and South Africa (Hygiene).    

Strategy and M&A 
Focus on customer retention, while building profit and cash 
contributions.  Limited M&A with focus on consolidation of 
regional and local strengths, acquire new capabilities in adjacent 
service areas.  IRR for M&A: ~25%.     

Performance in Phase 1 (October 2013 to December 2015)  
Improvements in operating cash flow and reduction in capex and 
restructuring costs.  Businesses in France and Benelux remain 
challenged.  

Focus for the Next Phase 
Execute Workwear Quality Programme, focused on quality of 
product and service.  Execute country-specific action plans for 
France and Benelux given continuation of weak market and 
economic conditions.  Maintain focus on productivity, route 
density, retention and up-selling, and development of new 
service offers.     
  

GrowthEmerging

Manage for Value Protect & Enhance

Appendix D 

Our Quadrant Analysis tool for Capital Allocation       

Pest Control, Hygiene and Ambius in Spain
Pest Control and Hygiene in Portugal
Hygiene in Italy
Pest Control in Greece
Ambius in France, Germany and Finland
Hong Kong (IT Hygiene)
Taiwan (Pest Control)
Indonesia (Cleaning)
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“2015 has been a year of further improvement at Rentokil Initial.  
We have continued to execute our differentiated strategy to drive 

profitable growth with both focus and pace.  This year we have 
delivered ongoing revenue growth of 6.5%, profit growth from 

ongoing operations of 8.5% and free cash flow of £148m.    

“We have also achieved a step change in the scale of our presence 
in Growth markets through the acquisitions of Steritech, Anderson 
Pest Solutions and Oliver Exterminating, cementing our position as 
the number three player in North America, the world’s largest pest 

control market.  We will continue to pursue high-quality pest control 
businesses to infill locally and build further density and margins, 

particularly in Emerging and Growth markets. 

“Prospects in the majority of our markets are good and, while 
conditions in France and Benelux remain difficult, we are confident 

of making further progress in 2016.”          

Andy Ransom
CEO of Rentokil Initial plc 

Protecting People. Enhancing Lives.

For more information please contact: 
Investors: Katharine.rycroft@rentokil-initial.com
Media: Malcolm Padley@rentokil-initial.com
Website: www.rentokil-initial.com

2016 Rentokil Initial plc.  Registered in England 5393279
Registered office: Rentokil Initial, Riverbank, Meadows Business Park, Camberley GU17 9AB
The names of Rentokil ® and Initial ® are trademarks.
Part of Rentokil Initial ®


